Technical Bulletin for System Update software release (patch
1-H23O1) for EX3535 v1.0, EX7750 v1.0, X12 v2.0
System Updates is a print server service that keeps the system software on your print
server up-to-date with the latest Microsoft security updates. It runs in the background on
the print server and automatically checks for updates by contacting an update server
periodically (every 24 hours by default) through the Internet. If one or more updates are
available, System Updates alerts you to download and install the updates, or downloads
and installs updates automatically without any user interaction. You can turn off
automatic checking and use System Updates to check for and install updates manually at
any time.
System Updates runs on print servers running Microsoft Windows XPe.
Once System Updates is in place, all future Microsoft security patches will be available
through this software tool.
System updates will only install patches released after October 2004. Previous patch
releases must be installed manually and are available at www.xerox.com.
Currently, the following patches are available for download from the new System
Updates software:
MS04-022 (KB841873) EFI Patch = 1-FVWDL
MS04-023 (Q840315)

EFI Patch = 1-FVWS6

MS04-024 (Q839645)

EFI Patch = 1-FVWRU

(KB870669)

EFI Patch =1-FVWRO

MS04-030(824151)

EFI Patch = 1-GH1LE

MS04-031(841533)

EFI Patch = 1-GH1L6l

MS04-032(840987)

EFI Patch = 1-GH1KD

MS04-034(873376)

EFI patch =1-GH1KY

MS04-037(841356)

EFI Patch = 1-GH1KK
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MS04-038(834707)

EFI patch = 1-GH1KR

MS04-040(889293)

EFI Patch =1-H219X

MS04-041(885836)

EFI patch = 1-H911T

MS04-043(873339)

EFI patch = 1-H9123

MS04-044(885835)

EFI patch = 1-H9128

System Update is a PS patch named 1-H23O1.ps. To install, process the PS file through
CWS and restart the Fiery.
To verify for patch installation, the patch ID number will be added to Fiery Configuration
page
Important Note:
For the EX3535 v1.0 the only previously released patched not available through the new
System Updates software are patches 1-DSRD9 and 1-G6ZLT.
For EX7750 v1.0 and X12 v2.0, the only previously released patches not available
through new System Updates is patch 1-G6ZLT.
The previously released security patches and new System Updates software will bring the
XPe servers up-to-date with the following exception. MS04-012 will be addressed with a
future patch to be released from EFI.
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